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ABSTRACT
We present an update on the LINC-NIRVANA (LN) instrument, an innovative Fizeau-mode beam combiner for the
Large Binocular Telescope (LBT). LN will deliver 10 mas spatial resolution in the near infrared over a 10 arcsec field of
view. In addition to optical-path-difference control, the instrument must correct a wide field of view on the sky using
multi-conjugated adaptive optics. This substantially increases sky coverage for fringe tracking reference stars.
Subsystem delivery and testing is almost complete, and final Assembly, Integration, and Verification are well advanced.
We report on closed-loop control of a number of subsystems, including fine-tuning and optimization of the delay line.
Measurement and remediation of instrument flexure are key to the success of LN. Several laboratory performance
experiments demonstrate that components are within specification. With several interacting subsystems, LN faces a
complexity challenge. A Pathfinder experiment at LBT will verify multiple aspects of LINC-NIRVANA and the
telescope starting in winter 2012-2013. Finally, we report on efforts to prepare for early science exploitation in “LINC”
mode, which uses single-conjugate adaptive optics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
LINC-NIRVANA is the near-infrared, Fizeau-mode, imaging interferometer for the Large Binocular Telescope. By
exploiting the wide, diffraction-limited field delivered by natural-guide-star, Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO),
LN will produce imagery with the spatial resolution of a 23m filled aperture telescope with sky coverage that is
competitive with laser-based systems.
Previous papers in this conference series illustrate and explain the optical path of LINC-NIRVANA. In particular, Herbst
et al. 20101 provide considerable detail and references to additional published material on the instrument. In this paper,
we provide an update on subsystem completion and a status report on final Assembly, Integration, and Verification
(AIV). This includes fine-tuning of control systems and testing the flexure properties of large optical sensors. Since our
last report, we have added a significant new component to the LINC-NIRVANA program. Section 5 describes the
“Pathfinder” experiment and the ways in which it will accelerate LINC-NIRVANA commissioning. Section 6 reports on
early science exploitation in single-star mode.

2. ASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION, AND VERIFICATION STATUS
LINC-NIRVANA consists of multiple systems delivered by four partners in Germany and Italy. The task of coordinating
assembly, integration, and verification becomes considerably more complex as these systems arrive for final inclusion in
the instrument.
In recognition of this, the LINC-NIRVANA consortium conducted a detailed, external AIV review in mid 2011. This
involved external experts from a variety of disciplines associated with getting instrumentation to work at a telescope. A
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particular foccus of the review was choreeography – thaat is, managing
g the significaant dependenccies between tasks
t
given thee
limited testinng infrastructuure – both phyysical and hum
man – availab
ble to compleete AIV. Our approach wass to develop a
full, coordinaated task list, including durrations plus coontingency, to
o institute rigoorous acceptaance protocolss for deliveredd
systems, andd to generate a centrally managed schhedule. Such steps were difficult to eexecute with the hardwaree
components at
a distributed sites, and theey require thee full attentio
on of a system
m engineer addded to the prroject in earlyy
2010.
The LINC-N
NIRVANA teaam passed the review with actions, and thereafter unddertook to impplement and track
t
progresss
during the AIIV phase. Thee current scheddule calls for delivery
d
of thee initial compponents of the instrument – the Pathfinderr
experiment (see
(
section 5) – in early 20013. The rem
mainder of AIV
V will occupyy much of 20113 and 2014, and
a if all goess
well, we shouuld ship the reemainder of thhe instrument to
t the LBT in early 2015.

3. DEV
VELOPME
ENT AND FINE
F
TUN
NING OF CONTROL
C
L SYSTEMS
S
LINC-NIRVA
ANA uses a total
t
of five distinct
d
loops to
t suppress attmospheric tuurbulence: twoo sequential adaptive
a
opticss
systems per telescope,
t
connjugated to sepparate altitudees, and a shareed fringe-trackker. Each of tthese control loops
l
operatess
under differeent conditions and has uniqque requiremeents on its perrformance. At
A the last SPIIE meeting, we
w reported onn
initial low-orrder, closed-looop tests withh a single staar and the hig
gh-layer waveefront sensor1. Since that time,
t
we havee
refined calibrration strategyy and closed the
t loop on multiple
m
stars simultaneousl
s
ly with up to 320 modes. Current
C
effortss
focus on rotaation trackingg. Because LN
N is an interrferometer, most
m
of the instrument musst remain pup
pil-fixed. Thiss
requires derotation of the natural
n
guide stars before innjection into the
t wavefront sensors, but aas a consequeence, there is a
constantly rootating displaccement betweeen the sensorrs and the actuators in thee deformable mirrors. Zhan
ng et al.2 andd
3
Brangier et all. discuss theese issues furthher.
Optimizing thhe performancce of the LINC
C-NIRVANA
A delay line – the
t “Piston Mirror”
M
– preseented a complletely differennt
challenge. Duue to the largge size and actuator
a
pitch of commercially available deformable mirrors, cou
upled with thee
geometry of the
t LBT and our delivered field requirem
ments, there is no location in the beam line with a diaameter smallerr
than ca. 130 mm.
m This left us with no opption for opticcal path differrence (OPD) control
c
other tthan developin
ng a large, fasst
mirror. In facct, the shared, folding confiiguration of thhe Piston Mirrror (Figure 1) led to a compponent with elliptical activee
surfaces that are ca. 200x150 mm and a total weight in excess of 3 kg.

Figure 1. We
W use a dynam
mical model of the
t piston mirroor (identical to the
t actual mirroor except for thee polished surfaaces) and a
laser vibrometer
v
to chharacterize and optimize perforrmance.
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Moving suchh an object wiith high speedd and fidelity is not easy. During
D
protottype testing, tthe 100 Hz lo
oop bandwidthh
goal was frusstrated by signnificant structuural resonancees at lower freequencies. Thiis necessitatedd modification
n of the carbonn
fiber supportt table and leed to a focussed developm
ment of contro
ol strategies. The outcomee was a hybriid feedback –
feedforward scheme
s
that uses
u the measuured performannce of the enttire delay line system to reaach the sciencee requirementt.
Pott et al.4 annd Böhm et al.
a 5 report on this effort, annd describe th
he characterization of the ppiston mirror under varyingg
gravity and am
mbient tempeerature conditiions.

4. FLEXUR
RE TESTING OF CR
RITICAL COMPONE
C
ENTS
The LINC-N
NIRVANA coonsortium hass adopted a hierarchical scheme
s
for integrating
i
annd testing opto-mechanicaal
systems.6 Onne of the greaat advantages of interferom
metric instrum
ments is that thhere is usuallyy two of everrything. Thuss,
while one arrm of the inteerferometer undergoes
u
opttimization and
d software inntegration in a comfortablee, easy-to-usee,
laboratory arrrangement, thhe elements of
o the other arrm can be inttegrated onto the final optiical bench forr system-leveel
tests.
One of the most criticaal of these tests
t
is flexuure characteriization. Unlikke other inteerferometric facilities, thee
“recombinatioon laboratory”” at LBT is ann open, windsswept, instrum
ment platform that tilts over with the telesscope. Flexuree
characterizatiion is particuularly importaant for a largge instrument such as LIN
NC-NIRVANA
A, which is approximately
a
y
6x4x4.5m annd weighs more
m
than 10 tonnes. Oveer the last tw
wo years, the LN team hhas been worrking hard onn
understandingg the ways in which the sciience channel cryostat, the two
t types of wavefront
w
sennsor, and the delay
d
line reacct
to a changingg gravity vectoor. Figure 2 shhows tests connducted using the large tipping stage in thhe MPIA integ
gration hall.

Figure 2. Flexure characcterization and testing.
t
Left to right:
r
Ground-L
Layer Wavefronnt Sensor (note the person for scale and
the refl
flective dots on the instrument for photogramm
metric flexure measurement),
m
H
High-Layer
Waavefront Sensorr, Piston
M
Mirror
assembly
y.

The High-Layyer wavefrontt sensors exhiibit noticeablee but repeatab
ble flexure, whhich is amenaable to softwaare control andd
correction. Prreliminary inddications from
m the flexure tests
t
on the larrge, 700 kg, Ground-layer
G
W
Wavefront Seensors are alsoo
encouraging.

5. THE PAT
THFINDER
R EXPERIM
MENT
NIRVANA insstrument is a complex, innteracting systtem, which inncludes a larrge cryogenic camera, fourr
The LINC-N
wavefront seensors, a halff-cryogenic fringe tracker, two CCD paatrol cameras, two calibraation units, tw
wo multi-layerr
turbulence annd one piston simulator, as well as a hosst of infrastruccture, softwarre, and supporrt elements. In
n all, there aree
eight detectorr systems (6 visible and 2 near-infraredd), over 250 individual
i
lennses and mirroors, 133 moto
ors, 40 control
systems, and more than hallf a million linnes of control software (to date).
d
Getting all off this to work presents a siggnificant challenge, and maanaging compplexity is one of the main goals
g
that havee
guided the deevelopment off LINC-NIRV
VANA. Duringg the detailed AIV
A planningg exercise (secction 2), it beccame clear thaat
there was ann opportunityy to acceleratte the commiissioning stag
ge and reducee overall proogram risk by
y executing a
“Pathfinder” experiment, in
i which one Ground-layerr Wavefront Sensor
S
and a significant
s
fraction of the electronics
e
andd
software infraastructure couuld be broughtt to the telescoope for tests well
w in advance of the remaiinder of the in
nstrument. Thee
philosophy iss clear: don’t try to comm
mission multiple complex sy
ystems simulttaneously. Noote also that this
t
is anotherr
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instance of splitting
s
the two
t
arms of the interferometer to allo
ow simultaneoous testing inn two compleetely differennt
contexts.
Figure 3 show
ws a computeer rendering of
o Pathfinder mounted at the
t right, rearr bent focus oof the LBT. Itt also lists thee
verification tasks
t
that thhe experimentt will addresss. Our comm
missioning experience
e
wiith several other
o
complexx
instruments has
h told us thaat even such “m
mundane” operations as esttablishing stabble telescope communicatio
on can occupyy
a surprising amount
a
of tim
me and effort. The
T expense is
i multiplied when
w
one subbset of the team
m attempts to complete onee
basic task whhile the remainnder sits arounnd waiting.

Figure 3. Thhe Pathfinder experiment
e
moounted at the right, rear, bent focus of thee LBT. Pathfiinder includes one GroundLayer Wavefront
W
Seensor (GWS), the LN Annullar Mirror (AM
M), and the faacility infraredd test camera (IRTC).
(
Of course, thhe Pathfinder experiment iss not cost freee. Although basically all off the hardwaree and softwarre componentss
were already in the pipelinne when we decided
d
to exeecute Pathfind
der, we did neeed to design and procure the
t large steeel
mounting struucture. In adddition, there iss programmattic cost associiated with thee logistics of eexecuting an experiment inn
Arizona whille AIV continnues in Germ
many. Conrad et al.7 proviide considerabbly more infoormation on the
t Pathfinderr
experiment.

6.

EARLY
Y SCAO EX
XPLOITAT
TION

um has comm
mitted to a phased implemeentation of thee
As an additioonal measure to manage coomplexity, thee LN consortiu
instrument, with
w significannt, interspersed science expploitation. Earrly in the project, we identiified four distiinct stages (1)
Single-Conjuugate Adaptivee Optics (SCA
AO) interferom
metry – so-called “LINC” mode;
m
(2). Dem
monstration off ground-layerr
adaptive opticcs (GLAO); (3) Demonstraation of multi--conjugate adaaptive optics; and (4) Full M
MCAO interfeerometry – socalled “NIRV
VANA” modee. The Pathfinnder experimeent (section 5)) clearly addrresses the goaal of demonstrrating GLAO
O,
and hence thee current plan calls for threee implementattion steps.
Over the last two years, thhe LINC-NIRV
VANA consoortium, and in particular thee science team
m, has devoted
d considerablee
energy to devveloping an obbserving proggram for earlyy science exploitation in LIN
NC mode. Thhis has involved soliciting a
separate seriees of astrophyysical program
ms from the coonsortium thatt can producee early, high-im
mpact results with a singlee,
natural guide star for the addaptive opticss and fringe-tracking loops.
The outcome of this exerciise has been thhat dense stelllar systems are a particularlly suitable targget for LINC mode sciencee.
Primary proggrams includee assessing the radial masss profile, multiplicity, and dynamics off young clusteers, as well ass
examining ollder systems, such as globuular clusters, to derive the stellar mass function, inveestigate the sttructure of thee
central, dynam
mically-decouupled core, and search for evidence
e
of inttermediate blaack holes.
In order to prrepare for earlly, LINC-modde SCAO expploitation, the team is develloping a detaiiled image sim
mulator, whichh
includes as many
m
real-world effects ass possible. Att the same tim
me, the Data Reduction Sooftware team is testing thee
fidelity of thee image reconnstruction in thhe presence of
o a variety off effects (see Table
T
1). A pprimary concern is the rapidd
degradation inn delivered im
mage quality with
w distance from the AO reference starr (Figure 4). T
This is an imm
mutable featuree
of single-connjugate adaptive optics andd is not speciffic to LN. Neevertheless, inn interferomettry, there may
y be a doublee
penalty if thee (near-infrared) fringe-trackking star is noot the same as the (visible) AO referencee star, since bo
oth the sciencee
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target and thhe fringe-trackking referencee star require excellent AO
O correction. Such a confiiguration is common
c
whenn
observing higghly obscured targets such as
a young stellaar objects and
d the cores of galaxies.
g
Table 1. Features
F
of the image
i
simulatorr and tests perfo
formed with the Data Reductioon Software
Data Reductionn Software Evalluates

Image Sim
mulation Includees
focal aniisoplanatism (fiield dependent Strehl)

effect of calibbrator brightnesss

seeing coonditions, sky background
b

field-varying PSF

science, fringe trackingg wavelengths

optical path difference
d
(OPD
D) errors

asterism
m (distance to refference objects)

beam overlapp errors

core-haloo PSF structuree (depending onn seeing)

polychromatiic PSF

partial AO
A correction (ddepending on reef star)

limited paralllactic angles

fringe traacking errors (ddepending on reef star)

different targget, calibrator sppectra

amplitudde / transmission mismatch

atmospheric dispersion
d

static opptical aberrationns

artificial referrence PSF

field rotaation and tilt duuring measurem
ment

semi-artificiaal reference PSF
F

chromatiic fringes
differenttial tracking errrors (decorrelatiion)
atmosphheric dispersion

Figure 4 A simulated dense stellar clluster, includingg realistic instru
ument performaance. The logarrithmically-scaled inset
(low
wer left) illustrattes all the ugliees associated wiith imperfect ad
daptive optics annd fringe trackiing. The upper right inset
shows thhe anticipated reeduction in deliivered Strehl raatio for SCAO.
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7. LINC-NIRVANA AT THIS CONFERENCE
A single short paper cannot capture an instrument of the complexity of LINC-NIRVANA, and in fact, there are more
than twenty presentations and posters on LN at this conference. Table 1 lists the corresponding papers, organized by
general subject area. Interested readers are encouraged to consult these other publications, and for the latest news on the
progress of LINC-NIRVANA, point your web browser to:
http://www.mpia.de/LINC

Table 1: LINC-NIRVANA publications at this conference, organized by discipline
Discipline
AIV

Paper

Authors

Title

8446-162

Bizenberger et al.

LINC-NIRVANA--integration of an interferometric camera: First verification
results

8447-121

Contrad et al.

LINC-NIRVANA pathfinder: testing the next generation of wave front
sensors at LBT

8446-150

Meschke et al.

The alignment strategy for LINC-NIRVANA

8446-179

Brunelli et al.

Tips and tricks for aligning an image derotator

8445-49

Eckart et al.

Beating the confusion limit: the necessity of high angular resolution for
probing the physics of Sagittarius A*, GRAVITY (VLTI) and LINCNIRVANA (LBT)

8445-125

La Camera et al.

Image reconstruction for observations at high dynamical range: the case of
LINC-NIRVANA simulation of a stellar jet

8445-78

Smajic et al.

Glass fiber reinforced plastics within the fringe and flexure tracker of LINCNIRVANA

8445-62

Horrobin et al.

The LINC NIRVANA fringe and flexure tracking system: final assembly and
predicted on sky performance

8445-118

Wank et al.

Fringe and flexure tracking system laboratory tests

8445-119

Rauch et al.

Functional and performance tests of the fringe and flexure tracking system for
LINC-NIRVANA

8445-121

Rost et al.

The LINC-NIRVANA fringe and flexure tracker control system

8451-79

Bertram et al.

Multiple guide star acquisition software for LINC-NIRVANA

8447-197

Arcidiacono et al.

First light AO (FLAO) as test bench for the LINC-NIRVANA adaptive optics
system

8447-102

Brangier et al.

Pupil rotation compensation for LINC-NIRVANA

8447-242

Marafatto et al.

Aligning a more than 100 degrees of freedom wavefront sensor

8447-244

Zhang et al.

The LINC-NIRVANA high layer wavefront sensor laboratory experiment:
progress report

8445-114

Bertram et al.

Beam control for LINC-NIRVANA: from the binocular entrance pupil to the
combined focal plane

8450-216

Marth et al.

High stability piezomotor driven mirror mounts for LINC-NIRVANA

8445-117

Zuther et al.

LINC-NIRVANA: optical components of the fringe and flexure tracker

8447-180

Pott et al.

Intelligent vibration control of ELTs and large AO hardware

8449-41

Böhm et al.

Modelling the optical pathway of the Large Binocular Telescope

Science

Fringe
Tracking

Adaptive
Optics

Optics/Beam
Control
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Software

Overview

8451-96

Trowitzsch et al.

Software-centric view on the LINC-NIRVANA beam control concept

8445-126

La Camera et al.

AIRY: a complete tool for the simulation and the reconstruction of Fizeau
interferometric images

8445-29

Herbst et al.

LINC-NIRVANA: assembly, integration, and verification update (this paper)
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